We know Business
Intelligence
We provide strategic value to empower you to drive faster, better
informed business decisions, increase profitability, accelerate your digital
transformation, and gain an edge in the competitive marketplace.
Inviso is a trusted Gold Microsoft Partner
Our experts offer unparalleled Microsoft product knowledge, extensive
experience with modern platform technologies, deep business analytics
expertise, and innovative solutions.

Expertise

Process

Engagement Model

We’re concentrated on Microsoft-based technologies. We like to leverage the latest and greatest
Azure-based tools and services. However, we start every engagement with an infrastructure
assessment and always defer to the most cost-conscious technology and licensing options that
make sense for you. We leverage existing tools such as the Microsoft Power Platform to deliver low/
no-code solutions. When existing tools don’t meet your needs, we have expertise in the full Microsoft
BI stack and are fluent in a wide variety of coding languages enabling us to deliver fully customized
solutions. Our Analysts go beyond capturing requirements and delivering solutions according to spec.
We collaborate closely with business stakeholders throughout each project to ensure that everything
we deliver includes meaningful business value and measurable ROI. In addition to our technical
expertise we have an incredibly talented Creative team capable of designing beautiful and thoughtful
user experiences.

We’re interested in developing mutually beneficial partnerships and toward that end we’re happy to
work with you for a while free of charge to establish trust and demonstrate our value. We recommend
an initial 30-minute introduction meeting followed by an assessment period during which time we
can evaluate your current reporting infrastructure, advise on best practices, and/or build out a Proof of
Concept before providing a proposal for a paid engagement.

All our consultants are trained in both Agile and Waterfall methodologies. We are very flexible in how
we engage and always strive to define a model that works best for each client. We’re happy to provide
ad-hoc services as needed or work within your project management framework. We’re also happy to
make a recommendation after our initial assessment based on your needs. We take on projects of all
sizes including ad-hoc consulting hours to help you overcome a specific hurdle, integrating with your
team to increase bandwidth or consult on best practices, and putting together large teams to deliver
enterprise-scale solutions.

Please contact us for more information at info@invisocorp.com
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